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Web Based
Operational Reporting
Orbit offers 100% web-based solutions. All of your data tables,
reports, models, etc. can be found in your web-based account.

Interactive Drill-Down & Drill-Across 
Functionality
Orbit allows drill-down from one report to another. Drill-downs can be 
configured to open in a new tab or as new window. Reports can have 
multiple drilldowns on the same report and same column.
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Web Based
Operational Reporting

Orbit Insights
End Users often complain that the report they have access to doesn’t 
fit their requirement or functional area demands. Orbit allows each 
end-user to customize the report in any number of ways without the 
help of IT and save their variety of analyses as Insights as their
personal virtual copies of the original report. Orbit ‘User Insights’ is a
unique functionality, which significantly improves the user
satisfaction while eliminating the need for making physical copies of 
reports.



Scheduling
Orbit Analytics delivers a powerful scheduler, which can be
controlled at an administrative and end user level. The scheduler 
provides two scheduling capabilities; Simple Scheduler and Advanced
Scheduler.

Additionally, ORBIT Analytics reports have the capability to
dynamically move the dates for date parameters of a scheduled
report. These is also publishing, delivering, and emailing
functionality as part of the scheduling process.
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Self-Service, Ad-Hoc Report Creation
The Orbit Analytics solution has been developed with the end user 
in mind by making it easy for them to report against the data they 
need and, as such, making it a self-service solution. 
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Scheduling

Orbit is a powerful platform that employs an easy drag-and-drop 
interface to enable users to quickly build ad-hoc reports or
dashboards against your data source.  



Pixel Perfect Publishing
Orbit understands that certain reports need to have a specific look 
and feel, especially when producing PDF and Excel Files. With Orbit 
templates, users can control the document layout, logos, formatting, 
display text while getting the live data regularly from your
Applications. Orbit provides PDF, Excel, and Word creation of
documents where the template can be designed in Excel or Word.  
Below is a sample of a Pixel Perfect report that combines data.
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Excel Reporting
XLEdge is an extension of Orbit that allows you to pull real-time data 
on-demand from multiple applications into Excel. And because your 
data can only be accessed by those who have permission, you can 
rest assured knowing that it’s secure.
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Financial Statement Generation (FSG)
Orbit’s GLSense functionality produces live financial reports with the 
convenience of Excel, and at the same time controlling the
complexity and risk that comes from managing spreadsheets. 

Orbit’s GLSense lets users access all General Ledger Segments, Ac-
counts and Functions to produce financial analyses and statements 
in minutes by defining rows and columns.
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Analysis and Dashboard Reporting
Users have the native “drag and drop” functionality to re-use any 
saved analytical reports and group them together in a dashboard 
format. Dashboards Can be further deployed as a Self-Service URL 
and embedded into any other application. Additionally, dashboards 
and reports can also be accessed via the Orbit mobile Application 
(iOS, Android).



Multi Data Source Reporting with
Security Inheritance
Orbit can connect to multiple data sources, including on-prem, 
cloud, and raw data sets. This includes but not limited to Oracle
Database, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, etc. Orbit’s direct query 
functionality enables access to real-time data by pushing queries 
down to the canonical data sources. These queries are automatically 
enforced with row-level security and executed with native database
drivers fetching data that users are authorized to see.
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Multi Data Source Reporting with
Security Inheritance

Data Modeling
Orbit’s sophisticated metadata layering design allows organizations 
to centrally enforce governance and from an IT point of view, it is a 
lot easier to maintain a common Semantic Layer than to maintain 
thousands of individual reports.
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Contact Us
https://www.orbitanalytics.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/orbit-analytics

twitter.com/orbitanalytics

facebook.com/OrbitAnalytics

Click here to schedule a free demo!

https://www.orbitanalytics.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/orbit-analytics
https://twitter.com/orbitanalytics
https://www.facebook.com/OrbitAnalytics
https://go.orbitanalytics.com/request-demo
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